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Instability of black hole formation under small pressure perturbations
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We investigate here the spectrum of gravitational collapseendstates when arbitrarily small perfect fluid pres-
sures are introduced in the classic black hole formation scenario as described by Oppenheimer, Snyder and Datt
(OSD) [1]. This extends a previous result on tangential pressures [2] to the more physically realistic scenario
of perfect fluid collapse. The existence of classes of pressure perturbations is shown explicitly, which has the
property that injecting any smallest pressure changes the final fate of the dynamical collapse from a black hole
to a naked singularity. It is therefore seen that any smallest neighborhood of the OSD model, in the space of
initial data, contains collapse evolutions that go to a naked singularity outcome. This gives an intriguing insight
on the nature of naked singularity formation in gravitational collapse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important open issues in the theory and astrophysical applications of modern day black hole and gravitation
physics is that of the Cosmic Censorship Conjecture (CCC) [3]. The CCC postulates that any physically realistic gravitational
processes must not lead to the formation of a singularity which is not covered by an horizon, thus hiding it from external
observers in the universe. This of course includes the complete gravitational collapse of a massive star which, if the CCC is true,
must terminate generically into a black hole final state only. Nevertheless in recent years, a wide variety of gravitational collapse
models have been discovered where the dynamical evolution leads to a naked singularity formation rather than a black hole as
collapse endstate (see e.g. [4]).

The consideration of dynamical evolution is a crucial element of the CCC in the sense that in the original formulation of the
conjecture it is stated that singularities arising from thedynamical collapse from a regular initial data must be covered by an
event horizon. Many solutions of Einstein field equations are known which present naked singularities (such as, for example,
the super-spinning Kerr solutions), nevertheless almost none of these solutions can be obtained as the dynamically evolved final
state of some initially regular matter configuration. For this reason, over the last decades a great deal of work has been done to
test the CCC in the few dynamically evolving spacetimes we know. These are typically the scenarios that describe gravitational
collapse in spherical symmetry, and some non-spherical collapse models have also been considered [5].

In the following, we will consider complete gravitational collapse of a spherical massive matter cloud that leads to thefor-
mation of a strong shell focusing naked singularity at the center. In such a case, the super-ultra-dense regions, or the spacetime
singularity, that forms at the end of collapse would be visible to faraway observers in the universe, rather than being hidden in
a black hole. Therefore, the question crucial now for the CCCis that of how stable and generic are the naked singularitiesand
black holes that form in dynamical gravitational collapse of a massive matter cloud.

The astrophysical significance of the issue, and the importance of considering the gravitational collapse of a matter cloud
within the framework of the general relativity theory, withreasonable physical properties for the matter included, stems from
the fact that a star more massive than about five to eight timesthe mass of the Sun, cannot stabilize to a neutron star final state
at the end of its life cycle. It must collapse continually under the force of its own gravity on exhausting its internal nuclear
fuel, and there are no known forces of nature that would halt such a collapse. General relativity predicts that such a starmust
then terminate into a spacetime singularity where densities and spacetime curvatures blow up and the physical conditions are
extreme. The CCC assumption that such a singularity is always covered within an event horizon of gravity, is then crucialand
is at the basis of much of the modern theory and astrophysicalapplications of black holes today. However, despite the past
four decades of serious efforts, we do not have as yet available any proof or even any mathematically precise formulationof the
cosmic censorship hypothesis.

Actually from the many dynamical gravitational collapse scenarios that have been investigated over the past years, thetypical
conclusion that has emerged is as follows: Depending on the nature of the initial data for the matter cloud in terms of its
initial density, pressure and velocity profiles from which the collapse evolves, there are dynamical evolutions governed by the
Einstein equations that take the collapse to either a black hole or naked singularity final state (see e.g. [6] and references therein).
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Such a naked singularity would be a super-ultra-dense region of extreme gravity that can communicate with faraway observers in
spacetime, and this hypothetical astrophysical object, ifrealized in nature, would have radically different observational signatures
from its black hole counterpart.

If, however, the occurrence of naked singularities of collapse were special or ‘non-generic’ in some appropriately well-defined
sense, then at least the spirit of CCC would be respected. Onecan impose various sets of physical reasonability and regularity
conditions under which the collapse of a massive star is to bedynamically evolved to examine its final state. What is really
needed here is a detailed investigation of the gravitational collapse phenomena within the framework of general relativity, which
is the only path that can provide useful and adequate insights into the final fate of collapse in terms of either a black holeor naked
singularity. Investigating how the final black hole state isaffected, once a small, general, perfect fluid pressure is introduced
in the initial data from which the collapse develops would provide a much better understanding of the collapse final states. We
show here that the models ending in a naked singularity are infact not ‘special’, in the sense that they can be generally obtained
from perfect fluid collapse, where the initial data is arbitrarily close to models leading to a black hole.

Specifically, we examine here how the evolution of dust collapse models having a black hole final state, is altered when an
arbitrarily small perfect fluid pressure perturbation is introduced in the matter source. We show explicitly the existence of classes
of small generic pressure perturbations such that an injection of a small positive (or negative) pressure in the OSD model, or in a
Tolman-Bondi-Lemaitre (TBL) inhomogeneous dust collapseto a black hole [7], leads the collapse to form a naked singularity,
rather than a black hole. The classic OSD scenario is the basic paradigm for black hole physics today, and the TBL models
describe the most general family of dust, i.e. pressureless, collapse solutions. This result is therefore intriguing,because it
shows that arbitrarily close to the dust black hole model, wehave collapse evolutions with non-zero pressures that go toa naked
singularity final state, thus proving a certain ‘instability’ of the OSD black hole formation picture against the introduction of
small pressure perturbations.

Our method consists in ‘injecting’ arbitrarily small but generic pressure perturbations in a dynamical dust collapse which was
originally going to a black hole final state. The pressure is chosen in such a way that it remains small as compared to the energy
density during the whole collapse and the evolution remainsclose to the corresponding dust model at all times. We then examine,
when the small pressures are considered, whether the collapse would evolve to a black hole or a naked singularity. Our analysis
here shows that in the space of initial data from which the gravitational collapse evolves, any arbitrarily small neighborhood of
the OSD model would contain collapse evolutions with pressure that go to a naked singularity final fate. While the CCC states
that the OSD collapse final fate is necessarily replicated for any realistic stellar collapse in nature, the result here shows that an
arbitrarily small pressure perturbation of the OSD model can change the final outcome of collapse to a naked singularity and
therefore the OSD black hole may be considered ‘unstable’ inthis sense. Since the pressures within a massive star are very
important physical forces to take into account, we thus obtain here an important insight into the stability of occurrence of black
holes as collapse final states. It is such a clarification of the structure of general relativistic collapse, that may provide us a better
understanding of cosmic censorship, and finally resolve theissue of black hole formation in gravitation theory.

II. SMALL PRESSURE PERTURBATIONS TO DUST COLLAPSE

The key feature that characterizes black hole formation in gravitational collapse is, as collapse evolves, trapped surfaces
and apparent horizon develop at a certain stage within the collapsing cloud, prior to the epoch of formation of the spacetime
singularity. Then no timelike or null trajectories can escape from the singularity or its vicinity. An event horizon then must form
hiding the singularity, and the collapse ends in a black holefinal state. This is the scenario for an homogeneous pressureless
collapse model. What we show below is that an arbitrarily small pressure perturbation can radically alter such a scenario. The
trapped surface formation is then delayed, and this allows the singularity to be naked where families of non-spacelike curves
can escape from the same. We explicitly identify here such a class of pressure perturbations, but it is by no means the onlyclass
that can do it. We thus see that the introduction of the slightest pressure in an otherwise pressure free dust model can drastically
change the final outcome of collapse.

The most general spherically symmetric metric describing acollapsing matter cloud in comoving coordinates(t, r, θ, φ) is
characterized by three free metric functionsg00 = eν(r,t), grr = eψ(r,t) and the physical radius of the cloudR(r, t) = gθθ = gφφ.
These are related via the Einstein equations with the energy-momentum tensor, which for perfect fluid matter sources is given
by T tt = −ρ; T rr = T θθ = T

φ
φ = p, whereρ is matter energy density andp is the pressure in the cloud. The Einstein equations
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are then,

p = −
Ḟ

R2Ṙ
, (1)

ρ =
F ′

R2R′
, (2)

ν′ = −
p′

ρ+ p
, (3)

2Ṙ′ = R′ Ġ

G
+ Ṙ

H ′

H
, (4)

F = R(1−G+H) , (5)

where the dot and prime represent derivatives with respect to t andr respectively and the functionsH andG are defined as,

H = e−2ν(r,t)Ṙ2, G = e−2ψ(r,t)R′2 . (6)

HereF is the Misner-Sharp mass of the system, representing the amount of matter enclosed in a radiusr at the timet.
It is known that since the collapse must evolve from a regularinitial data, close to the center the radial and tangential pressures

must be equal for any general collapsing matter field. In factit can be proven that near the center of the cloud, which is the
region relevant to our purpose, the pressure gradient must vanish, thus forcing the matter to have a perfect fluid-like behaviour
[8]. Therefore we work here with a perfect fluid matter cloud as given by the energy-momentum tensor above.

The model has an additional degree of freedom due to the scaleinvariance and therefore we can choose the initial timeti in
such a way thatR(r, ti) = r. We thus introduce the scaling functionv(r, t) defined byR = rv with v(r, ti) = 1. Collapse is
described by the conditioṅv < 0, and the singularity is reached atv = 0, where the density diverges. The energy densityρ is
regular along the central shellr = 0 at any time anteceding the singularity, and that requires the Misner-Sharp mass to have a
form

F (r, t) = r3M(r, v(r, t)) , (7)

with M being finite at the center. Also, requiring that the energy density has no cusps at the center and is hence a smooth and
even function, implies thatM ′(0, v) = 0. We then have five equations in six unknownsρ, p, M , ν, G andv and the system is
closed if an equation of state relating pressure and densityis assumed. In general, however, it is possible and sometimes even
desirable to study physically valid dynamics satisfying various regularity and energy conditions, without assuming apriori any
equation of state on which we know little at very high densities of matter.

We therefore choose a suitable physically motivated mass functionM as the free function. The physical validity of this choice
suggests to consider a mass profile arbitrarily close to a well-known collapse scenarios such as the OSD or TBL models. We
therefore deal with an arbitrarily small pressure perturbation of the TBL model, where by ‘small’ we mean that the pressure
remains much smaller than the energy density at all times.

OnceM is fixed, we can evolve the collapse using Einstein equationsabove and a spacetime singularity develops as collapse
final state. Such an evolution from regular initial data in terms of initial density and pressure profiles has been studiedin detail
and the conditions for the formation of either a black hole ornaked singularity have been worked out [8]. The spacetime
singularity, corresponding to the epochv = 0, is written as the time curvets(r) which describes the time at which the shell
labeled byr becomes singular and wherev(ts(r), r) = 0. In a neighborhood of the center this is given by,

ts(r) = t0 + χ2(0)r
2 + o(r3) . (8)

The quantityχ2(0) is the tangent to the singularity curve at the origin, and if it has a positive value then the singularity turns
out to be naked, while otherwise it would be hidden in a black hole. When it vanishes, one has to consider the next order in
r. Considering collapse of a perfect fluid implies the Misner-Sharp massF is in general not conserved, so we have to match
the collapsing cloud with an exterior generalized Vaidya spacetime, which is always possible when the pressure of the matter
vanishes at the boundary [9].

The overall behaviour of the collapsing cloud is determinedby the mass functionM(r, t), the evolutionv(r, t), and the initial
velocity profilesb(r) for the cloud, which are all not independent and are governedby Einstein equations. The special case of
homogeneous perfect fluid is obtained whenM = M(t), b(r) = k andv = v(t), while the inhomogeneous dust case (TBL)
is obtained forM = M(r) (sincepr = pθ, this impliesp = 0). Finally the OSD collapse model is obtained whenM = M0,
b(r) = k andv = v(t).

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will consider a constant velocity profile given byb(r) = 1, in analogy with the
marginally bound collapse in TBL models.
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We consider an explicit class of perfect fluid collapse models by introducing a small pressure to the TBL scenario, to solve
Einstein equations in a neighborhood of the center. To perturb the TBL model with a small pressure, we must allow in general
v = v(r, t), rather thanv = v(t) only and therefore the simultaneous collapse, which alwaysends in a black hole, does not
happen. We take the mass profile to be

M = M0 +M2(v)r
2 , (9)

whereM0 is a constant. The pressure perturbation is small whenM0 ≫| M2 | at all times. We immediately see that setting
M2 = C reduces the model to inhomogeneous dust, andM2 = 0 further gives the Oppenheimer-Snyder-Datt homogeneous dust
case. To start the collapse from an inhomogeneous dust cloud, triggering the pressure perturbation at a later stage, we take,

M2(v) = C + ǫ(v) . (10)

The initial conditionM2(1) = C impliesǫ(1) = 0, with v ∈ [0, 1]. For the present choice of the mass profile, the density and
pressure, as given by equations (1) and (2) are,

p = −
ǫ,v

v2
r2 , ρ = ρTBL − p+

5ǫ− ǫ,vv

v2(v + rv′)
r2 , (11)

which are fully determined once the functionv is derived from the Einstein equations.
We now need to determine the behavior of the singularity curve ts(r), and hence to evaluate the quantityχ2(0) [8]. To do

this, given the choice ofM above, one can integrate (3) in the vicinity ofr = 0. Onceν is obtained as a function ofM and
v we can further integrate (4). The functionG turns out to be dependent onM , v and the integration functionb(r), which, as
said before, is related to the velocity of the collapsing shells. Regularity imposes some constraints that are easily satisfied in
this case. Equation (5) then provides the differential equation for v̇ that constitutes the true equation of motion for the system.
Integrating it to obtainv(r, t) thus solves the set of Einstein equations. On the other hand,sincev is monotonically decreasing
in time, approaching the singularityv = 0, this equation can be inverted to give the solution ast(r, v), wherev is now treated as
a time coordinate. The singularity curve is then given byts(r) = t(r, 0), and can be expressed as in equation (8).

In the present case, takingb(r) = 1, we can evaluate explicitlyχ2(0) which turns out to be,

χ2(0) = −
1

2
I1 −

4

9M2
0

I2 , (12)

with

I1 =

∫ 1

0

(C + Y (v))Z(v)dv , (13)

I2 =

∫ 1

0

W (v)Z(v)dv , (14)

where we have defined the functionsY , W andZ as

Y (v) =

(

ǫ+
2

3
ǫ,vv

)

, (15)

W (v) = ǫv(ǫ+ ǫ,vv) , (16)

Z(v) = v

(

M0 +
4

3

ǫv

M0

)−3/2

. (17)

We now analyze the condition for the occurrence of naked singularity, namely whenχ2(0) is positive, and compare the result
with the pressureless case. At first we takeC = 0, by doing so we are perturbing the OSD model. There are two possibilities
for the behaviour of the functionǫ, namelyǫ > 0, which impliesǫ,v < 0 and positive pressure, andǫ < 0 giving ǫ,v > 0 and
negative pressure. We consider here only the case with positive pressures. Actually, it is easy to see that the negative pressures
more easily favour the occurrence of naked singularities, therefore it is more useful and physically interesting to check how
positive pressures affect the black hole formation scenario.

To see the sufficient conditions that must be required forχ2(0) > 0, we analyze the above two integrals separately. Firstly, by
evaluatingZ,v we see that if we require,

Condition 1a:M2
0 > max{4v

(

2

3
ǫ + ǫ,vv

)

, v ∈ [0, 1]} , (18)
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thenZ(v) will be monotonically increasing. We can therefore apply the mean value theorem toI1, sinceY is bounded and
integrable forv ∈ [0, 1] andZ is bounded, integrable, monotonic, increasing and non negative for v ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore

I1 = Z(1)

∫ 1

η

Y (v)dv for someη ∈ [0, 1].

Now we analyze the behaviour ofY , noting thatY (0) = ǫ(0) > 0 while Y (1) = 2
3ǫ,v(1) < 0. Therefore, by Weierstrass

theorem, we know that there existv̄ ∈ [0, 1] such thatY (v̄) = 0 (andY < 0 for v > v̄, see Fig.1). We shall takeǫ(v) in such a
way thatv̄ is the only zero ofY . Then ifη > v̄ we haveI1 < 0 and the first integral in equation (12) will be positive. If, on the
other hand,η < v̄ then we may always chooseǫ in such a way that

Condition 2:
∫ v̄

η

Y (v)dv < −

∫ 1

v̄

Y (v)dv , (19)

therefore obtaining againI1 < 0 (see Fig.1).
We turn now our attention to the second integral. We see immediately that it is typically negligible with respect to the first

one, since it is multiplied by a proportionality factor4
9M2

0

. Nevertheless explicitly requiring it to be small implies that we choose
M0 suitably. We see that to haveχ2 > 0 we must have

I1 +
8

9M2
0

I2 < 0 .

Again applying the mean value theorem we see that

I1 +
8

9M2
0

I2 = Z(1)

∫ 1

η

Y (v)dv +
8

9M2
0

W (ω)Z(1) ,

for someω ∈ [0, 1]. Thenχ2 will be positive if we chooseM0 such that

Condition 1b:M2
0 > −

8

9

W (ω)
∫ 1

η
Y (v)dv

. (20)

If we chooseǫ to be at least a cubic function inv of the typeǫ = av3 + bv2 + cv + d, it is always possible to choose the four
parametersa, b, c, d in order to fulfill ǫ(1) = 0, ǫ,v negative and condition 2 (which implies the values ofv̄ andmin{Y (v)}).
ThenM0 is chosen in order to satisfy the most stringent between condition 1a and condition 1b.

v

Y

10

²

v

C

D1

D2

black hole

naked singularity

FIG. 1: Illustrative plot ofǫ(v) andY (v) in the case of naked singularity formation with positive pressures.

We therefore see that it is always possible to find a suitable positive pressure perturbation of the OSD collapse model that,
however small, will cause the collapse to end in a naked singularity. Furthermore, it can be seen that a perturbation withnegative
pressure can uncover the OSD black hole in the same manner. Weemphasize that the above consideration is only to typically
illustrate what is possible in collapse. The above conditions are sufficient for naked singularity formation but not necessary. In
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fact, the above example and class given indicates that theremight well be other classes of perturbations of the OSD modelwith
small perfect fluid pressures, still leading to a naked singularity, and a more detailed discussion will be given elsewhere.

We note that similar considerations also hold for the pressure perturbations of an inhomogeneous dust TBL model. The
structure is the same as above, and analogous conclusions hold again, a naked singularity results when we haveχ2 > 0. For the
sake of clarity we can see that neglecting the second integral in equation (12) (which we have shown small compared to the first
one), this is certainly the case wheneverC is chosen such that

C < D1 = min{Y (v), v ∈ [0, 1]} < 0 . (21)

On the other hand, values ofC such that

C > D2 = max{Y (v), v ∈ [0, 1]} > 0 , (22)

will lead to the formation of a black hole. ForC ∈ [D1, D2] the explicit form ofǫ(v) is what determines the sign ofχ2 (see
Fig.1). Again, by puttingǫ = 0 we recover the TBL inhomogeneous dust model, where positive(negative)C leads to black hole
(naked singularity). It is not difficult to see that a similarreasoning, as given above for the OSD model, applies here. Infact, in
this case from equation (12) we have

χ2 = χ2|C=0 −
1

2

∫ 1

0

CZ(v)dv , (23)

with χ2|C=0 given by the caseC = 0 studied above and
∫ 1

0
CZ(v)dv positive wheneverC > 0, and negative otherwise.

Therefore once we evaluateχ2|C=0 as from the procedure discussed above we easily see that all those values ofC such that
1
2

∫ 1

0
CZ(v)dv < χ2|C=0 will lead to a naked singularity. It is immediate to see that wheneverχ2|C=0 is positive this will

include positive values ofC that for the corresponding TBL model were leading to a black hole. For certain choices ofǫ we
therefore have models where positive values ofC lead to the formation of a naked singularity, even when the TBL collapse went
to a black hole. Vice versa, for other choices ofǫ we can have models where negative values ofC lead to the formation of a
black hole, whereas the corresponding TBL case was leading collapse to a naked singularity.

We thus see that the structure of Einstein equations describing gravitational collapse is indeed very rich and complex.As we
see above, both black hole and naked singularity outcomes are possible, in a general and generic manner in the sense described
above, evolving from a regular initial data. Of course, in order to be able to check if the black hole that occurs as the endstate of
the OSD dust collapse is a generic result, we need an unambiguous definition of genericity, which we do not have today.

In other words, if we callG the set of physically valid initial data for collapse of a perfect fluid, this will be divided into the
two possible outcomes asG = GBH

⋃

GNS and every pointI ∈ G can be characterized byI = {M(r), p(r), b(r)} (so that
the OSD initial configuration is given byIOSD = {M0, 0, k} ∈ GBH ). We have therefore shown that for every neighborhood
U(IOSD) ⊂ G, however small, there exist (physically valid) pressure profiles with initial dataI ∈ U such thatI ∈ GNS , and
similarly for the TBL model. In this sense we say that the dustcollapse model leading to a black hole is not ‘stable’ under the
introduction of small pressure perturbations. Considering the mass and pressure profiles to be expandable in a neighborhood of
the center we can move from the space of functions in whichM andp are defined to the space of the relevant parameters to
determine the outcome of collapse. This can give some further insights in terms of such parameters.

This adds to the known results on the OSD model, namely that the introduction of inhomogeneities or a suitable tangential
pressure perturbation can lead to naked singularity formation [2]. In this sense, we have a strong indication that the OSD
dust model is ‘unstable’ in that the initial configurations for its endstates lie on the critical surface separating the two possible
outcomes of collapse discussed above.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that the introduction of a suitable, though general, arbitrarily small, perfect fluid pressure perturbation in
the well known OSD collapse model can change the final outcomefrom a black hole to a naked singularity. The pressure,
containing only quadratic terms, is chosen in such a way as tosatisfy all usual physical requirements such as energy conditions
and regularity of initial data.

The model presented above lacks a constitutive relation between the pressure and the energy density. Once such an equation of
state is introduced the system becomes closed and we do not have the freedom to chose the matter profile at will. Nevertheless,
assuming an equation of state is not likely to change substantially the picture since the above model is arbitrarily close to the
well known dust models, and it can be expected to be also arbitrarily close to the solution in the presence an equation of state for
a suitable choice of the constitutive relation. Further investigation into perfect fluid collapse with an equation of state is currently
in progress. In this case we still expect the initial configurations in the pressureless case to act as a critical surface separating the
space of configurations leading to naked singularity from the one leading to black hole.
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The important question would be whether naked singularities can actually occur in the observable universe and if so, if they
bear signatures in any way different from the black holes. Indeed, if singularities signal a breakdown of classical gravity when
very high densities are reached in very small volumes, then these models show that we must consider the possibility that the
region of spacetime dominated by quantum gravity can affectoutside observers and interact with the rest of the universe.

One should then ask what kind of observational signature these objects bear, if any, and whether such phenomena can possibly
be observed. The relevant point is if any measurable amount of energy can come out of such ultra-strong gravity regions and,
if so, in what form. We know that non rotating spherically symmetric collapse, settling to a Schwarzschild black hole, cannot
emit gravitational waves, still particles and photons can in principle escape the ultra-dense region, thus carrying with them some
of the energy [10]. Nevertheless, a more accurate description of the phenomenon must take into account rotation and some
constitutive relation for the matter model. At present thisis attainable only within the field of numerical relativity and we hope
that future research will bring some more light on the natureof the final stages of collapse, since we believe that the nextfrontier
of black hole physics will lie in further investigations on the same.
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